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1. Introduction
All association schemes in this paper are symmetric. The reader is referred to [1,3] for any missing
deﬁnitions.
Let A0, . . . , Ad and E0, . . . , Ed be the adjacency matrices and primitive idempotents of an associa-
tion scheme, respectively. An association scheme is called P -polynomial provided that, after suitably
reordering the relations, there are polynomials pi of degree i such that Ai = pi(A1). Similarly, an
association scheme is called Q -polynomial provided that, after suitably reordering the eigenspaces,
there are polynomials qi of degree i such that Ei = qi(E1), where multiplication is done entrywise.
The notion of P -polynomial and Q -polynomial schemes is due to Delsarte [6], who observed a for-
mal duality between the two notions. Delsarte noted that the P -polynomial property can be viewed
as an algebraic deﬁnition of schemes generated by distance-regular graphs, a concept which had been
deﬁned and studied before that time.
A great deal of literature on association schemes is devoted to distance-regular graphs. Despite
recent results on the subject, the Q -polynomial property remains much less explored. Perhaps
the largest body of work on Q -polynomial schemes is devoted to Q -polynomial distance-regular
graphs, while much less has been done on the Q -polynomial property when the P -polynomial
property is absent. In particular, few examples of Q -polynomial schemes are known which are nei-
ther P -polynomial nor duals of P -polynomial schemes. For a census of these, the reader is referred
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van Dam [12] which are constructed from hemisystems of generalized quadrangles found in [5]. The
authors also show that certain schemes found by Higman [7] are Q -antipodal, and list several open
parameter sets for Q -antipodal schemes.
Up to this point, all known inﬁnite families of Q -polynomial schemes which are neither
P -polynomial nor duals of P -polynomial schemes are imprimitive; furthermore they are either
Q -antipodal or both Q -antipodal and Q -bipartite.
We will begin by constructing an inﬁnite family of Q -bipartite schemes which do not arise from
distance-regular graphs and which are not Q -antipodal. This scheme arises from a subset of points
(or dually, lines) of certain generalized quadrangles of order (r, r2), deﬁned in the next section. We
will then describe conditions under which a primitive Q -polynomial scheme can be constructed from
the given scheme. Lastly, we will show that an inﬁnite family of primitive examples exists by ﬁnding
a particular set of lines of the quadrangle H(3,q2), which we will refer to as a “relative hemisystem”
of H(3,q2).
2. Generalized quadrangles
A generalized quadrangle of order (s, t) is a point-line incidence structure satisfying:
• There are s + 1 points sitting on each line.
• There are t + 1 lines through each point.
• Two lines meet in at most one point.
• Given a line  and a point P not on , there is a unique line ′ containing P which intersects .
For additional facts about generalized quadrangles, the reader is referred to [13]. Examples of ﬁnite
generalized quadrangles include:
• W (q), the set of all points of PG(3,q) together with all totally isotropic lines with respect to a
symplectic polarity.
• Q (4,q), the set of all totally isotropic points and lines of a parabolic quadric in PG(4,q).
• Q (5,q), the set of all totally isotropic points and lines of an elliptic quadric in PG(5,q).
• H(3,q2), the set of all totally isotropic points and lines of a Hermitian surface in PG(3,q2).
It is well known that Q (5,q) and H(3,q2) are duals of each other, as are W (q) and Q (4,q). In par-
ticular, any statement concerning points and lines of Q (5,q) can be rephrased as a statement about
H(3,q2) by interchanging the words “point” and “line” and retaining the same incidence relation.
An ovoid of a generalized quadrangle is a set of points which meets each line in exactly one point.
If a quadrangle S of order (s, t) contains a subquadrangle S ′ of order (s, t′) then it can be seen that
x⊥ ∩ S ′ is an ovoid of S ′ for all points x in S\S ′ . Following Brown (see [2]), we say this ovoid is
subtended by the point x, denoted by Ox . An ovoid of S ′ is said to be doubly subtended provided
that it is subtended by exactly two points of S\S ′ . We say the quadrangle S ′ is doubly subtended in S
provided that every subtended ovoid of S ′ is doubly subtended. In this case, we will use x′ to denote
the other point subtending Ox , and refer to x and x′ as antipodes.
In [2], Brown introduced the notion of doubly subtended subquadrangles S ′ of order (r, r) in a
quadrangle S of order (r, r2). We will make frequent use of two results from this paper. The ﬁrst
result (Corollary 2.2 in [2]) is that the size of the intersection of two subtended ovoids Ox and Oy
is either r2 + 1, 1 or r + 1 depending only on whether x and y subtend the same ovoid, or x and y
subtend different ovoids and y collinear with either x or x′ , or x and y subtend different ovoids
and y is collinear with neither x nor x′ . The second result (Lemma 2.3 in [2]) states that S ′ is doubly
subtended in S if and only if S has an involutionary automorphism which ﬁxes S ′ pointwise. This
automorphism simply interchanges antipodes while leaving the points of S ′ ﬁxed. The author further
described the points of S\S ′ as an algebraic 2-fold cover of the strongly regular graph formed by
taking all subtended ovoids of S ′ with two ovoids adjacent when they intersect in one point. As it
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graph, which we deﬁne below.
3. A new family of Q -polynomial Q -bipartite schemes which are not Q -antipodal
Let S be a GQ of order (r, r2), r > 2, containing a doubly subtended GQ S ′ of order (r, r). Let X be
the set of points of S\S ′ . We form the following relations on X , together with the identity relation R0:
• R1: We have (x, y) ∈ R1 if and only if x and y are not collinear in S and |Ox ∩ Oy | = 1.
• R2: We have (x, y) ∈ R2 if and only if x and y are not collinear in S and |Ox ∩ Oy | = r + 1.
• R3: We have (x, y) ∈ R3 if and only if x and y are collinear in S .
• R4: We have (x, y) ∈ R4 if and only if Ox = Oy .
Theorem 1.When all of the above relations are nonempty, they form a Q -polynomial Q -bipartite association
scheme on X which is not Q -antipodal. This scheme is neither P -polynomial nor the dual of a P -polynomial
scheme.
Proof. Clearly all of the above relations are symmetric. Note that if x
3∼ y then |Ox ∩ Oy| = 1 as
otherwise S would contain a triangle. The valencies of the relations nk = p0k,k are as follows: n1 =
(r − 1)(r2 + 1), n2 = (r2 − 2r)(r2 + 1), n3 = (r − 1)(r2 + 1), n4 = 1.
We seek to show that all of the parameters pki j are well deﬁned. Note that if p
k
i j is deﬁned then so
is pkji = pki j . We will be aided by the observation that if x and x′ subtend the same ovoid, then for all
other points y, we have x
1∼ y if and only if x′ 3∼ y, and x 2∼ y if and only if x′ 2∼ y. This implies that
pki j = pφ(k)φ(i), j = pφ(k)i,φ( j) = pkφ(i),φ( j) , where φ is the map on 0,1,2,3,4 given by φ(x) = 4 − x. We will
call the parameters pkji , p
φ(k)
φ(i), j , p
φ(k)
i,φ( j) , p
k
φ(i),φ( j) , p
φ(k)
φ( j),i , p
φ(k)
j,φ(i) , p
k
φ( j),φ(i) the associates of p
k
i j . This
also implies that all parameters p4i j and p
i
4 j are deﬁned, the latter being equal to zero or 1 depending
on whether i = φ( j) or i = φ( j).
The parameter p133 and its associates are equal to r
2, since for two points x
1∼ y we have x⊥ ∩
y⊥ = r2 + 1, with exactly one of the points in the intersection in S ′ . Similarly, p233 = r2 − r, and the
parameter p333 is easily seen to be r − 2. The associates of these parameters are now determined, so
all parameters pki j where i, j = 2 are now well deﬁned. We also note that if any three of the four pki1,
pki2, p
k
i3, p
k
i4 are deﬁned, then the forth must be as well, and
∑
j p
k
i j = ni . This forces the remaining
parameters of the form pk2 j for j = 2 to be well deﬁned, which will in turn force the remaining
parameters pk22. Therefore, these relations determine an association scheme.
The intersection matrix L1 is as follows:⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 (r − 1)(r2 + 1) 0 0 0
1 r2 r3 − 2r2 r − 2 0
0 r2 − r (r − 1)3 r2 − r 0
0 r − 2 r3 − 2r2 r2 1
0 0 0 (r − 1)(r2 + 1) 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
This matrix has 5 distinct eigenvalues, 1, (r2 + 1)(r − 1), r2 + 1, r − 1, −r + 1, and −(r − 1)2, and
its eigenvectors give the matrix P :⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 (r − 1)(r2 + 1) (r2 − 2r)(r2 + 1) (r − 1)(r2 + 1) 1
1 r2 + 1 0 −(r2 + 1) −1
1 r − 1 −2r r − 1 1
1 −r + 1 0 r − 1 −1
2 2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠1 −(r − 1) 2r(r − 2) −(r − 1) 1
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⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 r(r−1)
2
2
(r−2)(r+1)(r2+1)
2
r(r−1)(r2+1)
2
r(r2+1)
2
1 r(r−1)2
(r−2)(r+1)
2
−r(r−1)
2
−r(r−1)
2
1 0 −(r + 1) 0 r
1 −r(r−1)2
(r−2)(r+1)
2
r(r−1)
2
−r(r−1)
2
1 −r(r−1)
2
2
(r−2)(r+1)(r2+1)
2
−r(r−1)(r2+1)
2
r(r2+1)
2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
We arrive at the matrix L∗1:⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 r(r−1)
2
2 0 0 0
1 0 (r−2)(r
2+1)
2 0 0
0 r(r−1)
2
2(1+r) 0
r2(r−1)2
2(1+r) 0
0 0 r(r−2)(r−1)2 0
r(r−1)
2
0 0 0 r(r−1)
2
2 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
Therefore, this scheme is Q -polynomial Q -bipartite with Krein array:{
r(r − 1)2
2
,
(r − 2)(r2 + 1)
2
,
r2(r − 1)2
2(1+ r) ,
r(r − 1)
2
;1, r(r − 1)
2
2(1+ r) ,
r(r − 2)(r − 1)
2
,
r(r − 1)2
2
}
.
The matrix L1 shows that pk1, j = 0 for j,k = 0,4. By considering the associates of these parameters
and the fact that nkpki j = nkp jik , we have that pki j = 0 for i, j,k = 0,4. This veriﬁes that the scheme is
not P -polynomial, since L1, L2, and L3 cannot be made tridiagonal by reordering relations. 
There are two known inﬁnite families of generalized quadrangles of order (r, r2) which doubly sub-
tend a quadrangle of order (r, r). The quadrangles Q (5,q) all doubly subtend the quadrangle Q (4,q)
for all prime powers q. In addition, there is one family discovered by Kantor which exists for all odd
prime powers q (see [9, Section 4]).
4. A new family of primitive Q -polynomial schemes
In [11], a method of constructing Q -bipartite association schemes is given, called the “extended
Q -bipartite double” of a scheme. In this section, we attempt to reverse this process to obtain new
schemes from the Q -bipartite schemes constructed earlier. If the given scheme is the extended Q -
bipartite double of a Q -polynomial scheme, this scheme would be a 3-class primitive scheme with
Krein array: { (r−2)(r2+1)2 , r
2(r−1)2
2(1+r) ,
r(r−1)
2 ;1, r(r−1)
2
2(1+r) ,
r(r−2)(r−1)
2 }, two of its classes being a ﬁssion of an
SRG( r
4−r2
2 , (r
2 + 1)(r − 1), r2 + r − 2,2(r2 − r)).
Such a scheme would have to arise as a subscheme on half of the vertices of the Q -bipartite
scheme. Computing the parameters, we have that such a scheme arises from splitting X into two sets
X1, X2 such that no two vertices in the same set are 4-related, and with each line of S\S ′ meeting
the sets in half of its points. We would also need (x⊥ ∩ y⊥)\{x, y} to meet X1 in a certain number of
points, depending only on the relation of x and y and whether they are in the same set or not. We
prove that these conditions are also suﬃcient for the existence of this scheme.
Theorem 2. Let S be a quadrangle of order (r, r2) containing a doubly subtended quadrangle S ′ of order r.
Let X1 be a set of points of S\S ′ such that X1 contains no pair of antipodes, |l ∩ X1| = r2 for each line not
contained in S ′ , and for each pair of points x, y the quantity μ = |(X1 ∩ x⊥ ∩ y⊥)\{x, y}| depends only on the
relation of x and y and their relationship to X1 . Then X1 induces a primitive Q -polynomial subscheme whose
extended Q -bipartite double is the original scheme.
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tipodes, and that this forces the induced relations on X1 and X2 to be isomorphic. Let x ∈ X1. Since
X1 contains no antipodal pairs, the antipodes of the points collinear with x which are not in X1 are
precisely the points in X1 which are 1-related to x. Therefore the induced relations are all regular.
The valencies can be seen to be v1 = r(r2+1)2 , v2 = r(r−2)(r
2+1)
2 , v3 = (r−2)(r
2+1)
2 . We let s
k
i j denote the
hypothetical parameters of the purported subscheme. Let μka denote the value of μ when x and y are
k-related, with a equal to the number of these two points in X1. Clearly sk33 = μk2. Since each point is
either in X1 or is not in X1 and has its antipode in X1, its is easily seen that sk13 = μφ(k)1 , sk11 = μk0.
The remaining parameters ski2 = ni −
∑
j =2 ski j now follow, showing that X1 induces an association
scheme.
Lastly, we show the values of μka are uniquely determined for a = 0,1,2. We have that μ3a = r2 −a,
and μk1 = p
k
33
2 by symmetry. Taking x and y to be two k-related points in X1, we have that they
collinear with pk33 − μk2 points in X2. By symmetry, we have μk0 = pk33 − μk2. By considering two 1-
related points x ∈ X1, y ∈ X2, we have that p111 = 2s313 = 2 v1v3 s133 = 2
v1
v3
μ12. To ﬁnd μ
2
2, we note that
s332 = v3 − s331 − s333 − 1, all of which have been determined, and μ22 = s233 = v3v2 s332.
Computing the parameters of L1, we arrive at:
L1 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 r(r
2+1)
2 0 0
1 r(r+2)2
(1+r)r(r−2)
2
r−2
2
0 r(1+r)2
r(−2r+1+r2)
2
r(r−1)
2
0 r2
r2(r−1)
2
r2
2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
This matrix has 4 distinct eigenvalues: r(r
2+1)
2 ,
r(r+1)
2 , 0,
−r(r−1)
2 .
The matrices P , Q and L1∗ are given below:
P =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 r(r
2+1)
2
r(r−2)(r2+1)
2
(r−2)(r2+1)
2
1 r(r+1)2 −r −r(r−1)2 − 1
1 0 −r r − 1
1 −r(r−1)2 r(r − 2) −(r−1)(r−2)2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
Q =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 (r−2)(r
2+1)
2
r(r−2)(r2+1)
2
r(r2+1)
2
1 (r−2)(r+1)2 0
−r(r−1)
2
1 −1 −r r
1 −r(r−1)2 − 1 r(r − 1) −r(r−1)2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
L∗1 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 (r−2)(r
2+1)
2 0 0
1 r
3−2r2−3r−4
2(r+1)
r2(r−1)2
2(r+1) 0
0 r(r−1)
2
2(r+1)
r4−3r3+r2−r−2
2(r+1)
r(r−1)
2
0 0 r(r−1)(r−2)2
r(r−1)
2 − 1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
The parameter p111 is only integral for r even, so any scheme with these parameters must have r
even. In particular, no quadrangle of odd order can give rise to such a scheme. From [11] we have that
this scheme has an extended Q -bipartite double, which in this case will be the original scheme. 
In the quadrangle Q (5,q), we show that the only condition needed on X1 is that the lines of S\S ′
meet X1 in
q
2 points.
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set of half of the points of S\S ′ such that every line of S\S ′ meets X1 in q/2 points. Then X1 forms a primitive
Q -polynomial subscheme of the Q -polynomial Q -bipartite scheme on the points of S\S ′ .
Proof. The proof utilizes a modiﬁcation of the argument of Thas in [15]. Let x and y be two points
of S\S ′ . We determine μ = |(X1 ∩ x⊥ ∩ y⊥)\{x, y}| for noncollinear points x, y in S\S ′ by considering
the intersection of hyperplanes H containing x⊥ ∩ y⊥ with the set X1 (note: when x and y are not
collinear they will not be in this intersection, so this is equal to the μ deﬁned earlier).
We note that H ∩ S is either a cone over an elliptic quadric or a parabolic quadric. Since the
hyperbolic lines of S all have size two, exactly two of the intersections must be cones (namely x⊥ , y⊥)
while the rest must be parabolic quadrics. We have H ∩ S ′ is either all of S ′ , a regulus, a quadratic
cone or an elliptic quadric, and we let r, c, o denote the number of each of the last three, respectively.
We deﬁne x to be one or zero depending on whether x ∈ X1 or not, respectively.
We compute the size of μ, and to show that this depends only on the relation of x and y and
their relationship to X1. Since the hyperplanes H partition the points of X1 not in x⊥ ∩ y⊥ , we have
the equation:
μ +
((
q2 + 1)
(
q
2
− x
)
+ x − μ
)
+
((
q2 + 1)
(
q
2
− y
)
+ y − μ
)
+ r
(
q3 − q
2
− μ
)
+ c
(
q3
2
− μ
)
+ o
(
q3 + q
2
− μ
)
= q
4 − q2
2
If x and y are 4-related and both in X1, then one of the intersections of H with S ′ is S ′ itself, and
the rest are all elliptic quadrics (namely x⊥ ∩ y⊥). We have r = c = μ = 0 and o = q − 2, giving:
(
q2 + 1)
(
q
2
− 1
)
+ 1+ (q2 + 1)
(
q
2
− 1
)
+ 1+ (q − 2)
(
q3 + q
2
)
= q
4 − q2
2
which is a contradiction. Therefore no pair of antipodes is in X1.
If x and y are 1-related, |S ′ ∩ x⊥ ∩ y⊥| = 1. The only lines which can be in H ∩ S ′ are those passing
through the single point in x⊥ ∩ y⊥ , so exactly one of the parabolic quadrics H ∩ S must meet S ′ in
a cone, and the rest meet it in elliptic quadrics, implying r = 0, c = 1, o = q − 2.
If x and y are 2-related, then S ′ ∩ x⊥ ∩ y⊥ is a conic. Exactly (q+ 1)2 lines of S ′ pass through this
conic, and they are partitioned by the H meeting S ′ in a regulus or a cone. This forces 2(q + 1)r +
(q + 1)c = (q + 1)2. Since the hyperplanes H partition the points of S ′ off the conic, we also have
(q2 + q)r + q2c + (q2 − q)o + q + 1 = q3 + q2 + q + 1, which forces r = o + 2, which is suﬃcient to
determine μ. Lastly, if x and y are collinear, the computation of μ is trivial.
All cases considered, the parameter μ depends only on the relation of x and y and their relation-
ship to X1. 
The second relation of this scheme would be a strongly regular graph isomorphic to a Metz graph,
denoted NO−(5,q) in Brouwer’s table of strongly regular graphs [4].
5. Relative hemisystems
Let S be a quadrangle of order (q2,q) containing a quadrangle S ′ of order (q,q). Then all lines
of S either meet S ′ in q + 1 points or are disjoint from S ′ . We call a subset H1 of the lines disjoint
from S ′ a relative hemisystem of S with respect to S ′ provided that for each point x of S\S ′ exactly
half of the lines through x disjoint from S ′ lie in H1. Note that q must be even for this to be possible,
since every point of S\S ′ is on q lines disjoint from S ′ .
Using the fact that H(3,q2) is dual to Q −(5,q), we obtain a dual version of the scheme described
in Theorem 3. For a ﬁxed line l which does not meet W (q), we refer to the set of lines Ol which
meet both l and W (q) as the lines subtended by l.
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3-class scheme can be constructed on the lines of the hemisystem, with relations:
• R1:We have (l,m) ∈ R1 if and only if l and m are not concurrent and |Ol ∩ Om| = 1.
• R2:We have (l,m) ∈ R2 if and only if l and m are not concurrent and |Ol ∩ Om| = q + 1.
• R3:We have (l,m) ∈ R3 if and only if l and m are concurrent.
We now show that such relative hemisystems exist for all q which are powers of 2.
Theorem 5. For all q which are powers of 2, H(3,q2) has a relative hemisystem with respect to W (q).
Proof. It is well known that PSp(4,q) is embedded in PGU(3,q2) as a subﬁeld subgroup, stabilizing a
subGQ S of H(3,q2) isomorphic to W (q).
We further embed PΩ−(4,q) in PGU(3,q2) by considering the stabilizer of an elliptic quadric
which is an ovoid Ω of S . We compute the point and line orbits in H(3,q2) of this action of
PΩ−(4,q).
Every point of H(3,q2) that is not a point of W (q) lies on a unique line l meeting W (q) in q + 1
points.
In order to show that PΩ−(4,q) is transitive on points of H(3,q2) that are not points of W (q), it
is suﬃcient to show that the stabilizer H in PΩ−(4,q) of a line l meeting W (q) in q + 1 points is
transitive on the set of points of l not in W (q), for PΩ−(4,q) acts transitively on the lines of W (q).
H has order q2(q − 1) and acts on l with a kernel of order q as AGL(1,q); hence H acts transitively
on the set of points of l not in W (q).
Since (PΩ−(4,q),Ω) is permutationally isomorphic to (P SL(2,q2),PG(1,q2)), and q is even,
PΩ−(4,q) contains a Singer cycle σ of order q2 + 1 that acts regularly on Ω . Let S = 〈σ 〉. Then
the normalizer of S in PΩ−(4,q) is a dihedral group D of order 2(q2 + 1).
Let a be any prime dividing q2 + 1, and let A be a subgroup of S of order a. Since the number of
lines of H(3,q2) disjoint from W (q) is congruent to 2 (mod a), A must ﬁx at least two such lines.
Let l be one of these lines, and let l′ be its antipode. Since A commutes with the involution t ﬁxing
every point of W (q), which interchanges l and l′ , l′ is also ﬁxed by A. We claim that l, l′ are the only
two lines ﬁxed by Ca . Since a is an odd prime and the characteristic of the ﬁeld is two, by Maschke’s
theorem A is completely reducible. We have that l, l′ are two 2-dimensional invariant subspaces of Ca ,
and since these lines are skew A cannot ﬁx any more lines, as it does not ﬁx these lines pointwise.
Noting that the normalizer in PΩ−(4,q) of A must also ﬁx {l, l′}, we see that D ﬁxes {l, l′}. In fact,
D ﬁxes l. To see this, take an involution u in D . It acts on W (3,q) in such a way that it ﬁxes a line
pointwise, and being in PGL(4,q), it must also ﬁx the extension of this line to a line m of PG(3,q2)
pointwise. Since u normalizes S , the orbit of m under S must be the spread of W (q) subtended by l.
Hence l and m meet. Since m is ﬁxed pointwise by u, l∩m is ﬁxed by u, so l is ﬁxed by u. Since D is
a maximal subgroup of PΩ−(4,q), and PΩ−(4,q) does not ﬁx l, it follows that the orbit of l under
PΩ−(4,q) has length |PΩ−(4,q) : D| = q2(q2 − 1)/2, as does the orbit of l′ under PΩ−(4,q), and
these two orbits are interchanged by t . It follows that each of these orbits is a relative hemisystem
with respect to W (q). 
We leave as an open question whether or not H(3,q2) has any non-isomorphic relative hemisys-
tems. During the ﬁnal revisions of this paper, Tanaka [14] pointed out that a family of 3-class fusion
schemes found by Xiang and Hollmann in [8] has the same parameters as the three class scheme
derived from a relative hemisystem, but was previously unknown to be Q -polynomial. The question
of whether this scheme is isomorphic to the one derived from the particular relative hemisystem de-
scribed in this paper is still open. If so, this construction would provide a geometric explanation for
the existence of this fusion.
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